Operant control of precentral neurons: bilateral single unit conditioning.
Two Macaca mulatta monkeys were reinforced to operantly control a precentral neuron's firing pattern while a contralateral unit was monitored simultaneously. The results from 38 complete experiments indicate the following: (a) upon altering to the operant task, both the contingent and the non-contingent neurons changed firing patterns from preconditioning levels. However, as the monkey brought the contingent unit under operant control, there were no significant changes in the firing pattern of the non-contingent neuron; (b) when the contingencies were reversed so that the monkeys were reinforced to control the originally non-contingent neuron, the firing pattern off the originally contingent neuron returned to near baseline levels. These data indicate that although many precentral units may change firing patterns when the monkey attends to the operant task, the reinforced changes in firing pattern are not the result of a generalized phenomenon at the spinal level.